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Introduction
Ancient Lake Bonneville, was
at its highest during the Last
Glacial Maximum (LGM),
~21,000 years ago.
Colluvium sediments making
up the Stockton Bar (sink)
were transported by high wind
events exerting a shear stress
on the lake water
UT

White area is ancient
Lake Bonneville Area

Model Question
Salt Lake City

How long would it take a particle of
sediment to travel from the mountains
to the Stockton Bar?

NetLogo Agent Based Model
Data and Parameters

Imported basemap shapefiles
• Model area and sink area digitized from index map from Nicoll and Keen-Zebert, 2016
• Source area defined by same paper but alluvial fans polygons from UGS GIS geologic map
Length of time of the storm
• Range of 1 to 5 hours
Direction of approaching storm
• North (0°) and Northwesterly (315°) winds, rarely South (90°) (Jewell and Nicoll 2011)
Speed of transport per sediment size (magnitude of energy of storms)
• Related to the Reynolds and Hjulström equations
• Gravels, cobbles and boulders (1 - 1000 mm)
• 10 to 500 cm per sec.
Sediment distance = storm time * sediment velocity

What is the length of time it takes to move
particles from source-to-sink?
Hypothesis of
0-100 years/decades/centuries/millennia?

Model Pseudocode
•

Setup
• Import shapefiles for source
and sink
• Set patches of source
polygons, blue
• Set patches of sink polygon,
red
• Set 1000 turtles to sprout
from patches

•

Go
•

Move turtles

•

Move
• With heading of S, SE or N,
+/- random factor
• Move forward distance
(velocity * time)

•

Stop
• When turtles reach red
patches

•

Monitor
• Cumulative time and distance

Distance and time results

Data – sample code

Designate variables

Data – sample code
Initialize reporting
variables

Import shapefiles of
source and sink
boundary polygons

Create turtles
Solve for distance
Wind direction
probabilities

Data – sample code
Go
Stop when patches are red
Count sink turtles

Move turtles by wind direction
and sediment distance
Kill turtles at boundary

Count turtles that reach the sink
Make them stay in sink

Calculate distance and time and
report it

Results
So how did it take sediment transport?
Net time of ~22 hours
Model limitations and improvements

• Account for sediment size (sand, cobbles, boulders), sediment composition and shape
more realistically when calculating velocity
• Should elevation, drag, probability of not eroding etc. be considered
• Incorporate length of storm to be random and automatic, IE change storm length, X
storms every X days.
• Consider number of particles, should they randomly move by storm, IE not all at once
• How realistic are the results? Research more sediment transport literature
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